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1 Introduction

The design goal of a modular and compact RICH (mRICH) detector is to meet the EIC physics requirements
for K/π separation in momentum range from 2 to 8 GeV/c and the physical constraints of the EIC
experiments. It also provides excellent e/π separation for momentum up to 2 GeV/c.

The novel design of mRICH consists of four components. A block of aerogel serves as the Cherenkov
radiator. Immediately followed by an acrylic Fresnel lens, which focuses the ring image and acts as a UV
filter. A pixelated optical sensor is located in the image plane, and the gap between the lens and the image
plane is bounded by four flat mirrors, as shown in Fig 1. mRICH has been identified as the baseline PID
detector in the electron endcap of EIC detector concept in the EIC Yellow Report, the ECCE detector
design, and in the newly formed EPIC detector.

Figure 1: The second mRICH prototype design 3D rendering (left) and the partial detector assembly
(right). Optical components only are shown.

The working principles of mRICH have been tested and verified at the Fermilab test beam facility.
The first mRICH prototype was constructed in 2015 and was successfully tested at Fermilab in 2016. The
results from the first beam test have been published in NIM A (2017). An improved mRICH prototype
was developed in 2017 with a longer Fresnel focal length (f = 6′′) and a new holder box made of aluminum
plates for the mRICH optical component, as shown in Fig. 1. The second mRICH beam test was performed
in 2018 with the new prototype and new photosensors of smaller pixel size (Hamamatsu H13700, 3 mm ×
3 mm).

From late September to early October of 2021, the third mRICH beam test was conducted at JLab Hall
D using secondary electron beam. This was the first time that mRICH beam test had a tracking system
integrated in the test setup. A postdoc (Deepali Sharma) at GSU has been leading the data analysis of
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Figure 2: mRICH beam test in Hall D at JLab in 2021. (a) aerial view of the setup. mRICH was positioned
along the electron arm; (b) closer view of the mRICH setup including two GEM trackers in front.

this test, which is also the main task of the eRD101 project for FY2022. See a brief highlight from the
JLab test in Fig 2. A detailed report is provided in a separate document.

The main objectives of eRD101 are twofold: (a) continuing mRICH performance characterization and
improving mRICH design for realistic installation with maximization of acceptance; and (b) mitigating the
risk factors of mRICH.

The member institutions of mRICH team include ANL (Junqi Xie), BINP (Alexander Barnyakov),
BNL (Edward Kistenev and Alexander Kieslev), Duke University (Zhiwen Zhao), Glasgow University
(Rachel Montgomery and Bjoern Seitz), Georgia State University (Xiaochun He, Murad Sarsour and
Deepali Sharma), INFN/Ferarra (Marco Contalbrigo), JLab (Alex Eslinger and Benedikt Zihlmann), Ts-
inghua University (Zhihong Ye) and University of South Carolina (Yordanka Ilieva).

2 Proposed mRICH R&D Activities in FY23

The main goal of the eRD101 project in FY23 is to build a new mRICH prototype with the following
objectives:

• Optimizing the photosensor plane location
GEANT4-based simulation showed that the sensor plane location is not optimized at the focal plane
of the lens in the second mRICH prototype. These studies were carried out using 10 GeV/c electron
incident perpendicularly at the center of the Aerogel block and comparing the radius distributions at
different sensor positions. The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the radius distributions at different sensor
positions while the right panel shows the width of these distributions as a function of sensor position.
The right panel shows that the optimal sensor position is at -16.5 mm from the focal point (for a
6-inch Fresnel lens). This simulation indicates significant improvement on the single photon angle
resolution once optimizing the sensor location relative to the lens and it’s very critical to verify in a
beam test.

• Optimizing Aerogel block size
Having more Cherenkov photons on the sensor plane is always a plus for ring pattern recognition.
Because of the lens effect, thicker Aerogel block will not introduce additional emission-point related
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Figure 3: Left: Cherenkov ring radius distributions at different sensor positions from the focal point. Right: The
width of the radius distributions versus positions.

uncertainties. The simulation showed that increasing the thickness of the Aerogel radiator from 3
cm to 4 cm increases the number photons on the sensor by more than 30% without compromising
the resolution. We plan to test the mRICH performance with Aerogel block thickness of 3 cm, 4 cm
and 5 cm. Alexander Barnyakov from BINP and Zhihing Ye from Tsinghua University will take a
lead of the procurement.

• Exploring photosensor and readout electronics
It is our plan to closely work with teams from other EIC Project R&D projects (eRD102, eRD109
and eRD110) to identify proper photosensors and the associated readout electronics to achieve the
goals of the new mRICH beam test. We are delighted to have a group from the University of Glasgow
to take a lead on exploring and integrating photosensor and readout for mRICH.

• Simulation and Integration
An mRICH model is being implemented in the EPIC framework. These efforts will be followed by
adapting the stand alone reconstruction software to the EPIC reconstruction framework. Dedicated
manpower from GSU is working on this but requires support to be able to continue this work.

A preliminary design of a new mRICH prototype, by Alex Eslinger at JLab, is completed, as shown in
Fig. 4. It is our intention to design the mRICH module as close as possible to the final design of mRICH for
EPIC experiment (i.e. with less material, easy integration, and less gaps between the modules). Figure 4
shows the main features of this prototype: (1) the expansion volume (made of carbon fiber sheets) can be
adjusted with a screw on each side of the box; (2) an Aerogel holder box (with three different thicknesses)
is attached to the front; and (3) the photosensor and readout electronics (with necessary cooling fixture)
can be attached to the backside.

Integration of mRICH array into the EPIC detector system will require a support structure. The design
of this support structure has also been explored under the lead of Alex Eslinger at JLab (see Fig. 5). We
plan to machine a portion of the support structure to study its mechanical properties and material budget.
We also plan to add the support structure in the EPIC simulation for realistic performance simulation
studies.

In summary, the milestones and the associated timelines of eRD101 R&D are the following with the
contingency of the vailable funding support:

• Finalizing the design of the new mRICH prototype (see Fig. 4) before the end of November of 2022.
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Figure 4: New mRICH prototype design, made by Alex Eslinger at JLab. (a) prototype setup. The front
box is the aerogel holder (three different thicknesses: 3cm, 4cm, and 5cm); (b) stretched configure with
the maximum expansion volume; and (c) closest configuration with the shortest expansion volume.

Figure 5: Design of the mRICH support structure.

• Finalizing the design of the mRICH support structure in early December of 2022 following the EPIC
detector envelope.

• mRICH simulation and reconstruction in EPIC framework will be completed by the end of 2022.

• Procurement of materials of the mRICH mechanical components and the support structures will be
done in early Spring of 2023 which will be followed with machining the designed components at the
Physics Machine Shop at Georgia State University.

• Procurement of Aerogel blocks with thickness of 3cm, 4cm, and 5cm (three blocks of each thickness)
will be completed by the end of Spring 2023.

• Assembling of the new prototype will be carried out at Georgia State University during the summer
of 2023 in preparation for potential beam test. A preliminary test of the support structure will also
be carried out during this period.

• The laboratory test and validation of photosensors (LAPPD and SiPM) and readout will be led by
the group at the University of Glasgow in close collaboration with eRD102, 109 and 110. There is
no realistic timeline available at the time this proposal is prepared.

• A plan for a beam test of the new mRICH prototype should be available near the end of FY2023.
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Table 1: List of major budget request in FY23.

Category Qty Cost

Design support from JLab engineer 1 8 weeks

Postdoc at GSU 50% $60k (FY22 fund)

Postdoc at University of Glasgow 50% $40k
Machining support (GSU shop) 2-month $20k
Aerogel purchase 9 blocks $13.5k
Readout 1 lot $20k
Mirrors and Fresnel lens 4 sets $2k
GEM tracker and readout 1 $15k
Material supplies 1 lot $3k

The requested funding support for eRD101 in FY2023 is based on the accumulated knowledge of the
previous mRICH R&D studies and the best estimate we have following the input from team members and
other eRD projects. The estimated funding requests for FY23 are listed in Table 1.

3 Proposed mRICH R&D Activities in FY24/25

The identified R&D activities in FY24/25 will follow the success of the FY23 plan. We will be focusing
on realistic beam tests with newly identified photosensors and readout. The general plan includes the
following:

• Verifying the sensor plane location and testing Aerogel blocks with three different thicknesses: 3 cm,
4 cm and 5 cm.

• Testing mRICH PID performance (K/π and e/π separation) if possible.

• Studying mRICH PID performance using MC simulation within the EPIC framework.

As it was done in past, the success of mRICH development will depend on team effort with synergies
among the members from participating institutions and beyond. It is our intention to closely follow the
development in eRD102, eRD109, and eRD110 and to coordinate joint mRICH beam test.
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